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Some students find difficulty balancing
school and current issues.

('ir> MO 14 Carntts, the latest addition to the
South Main Street restaurant scene.

Volleyball wins IMU/Hampton Inn
Invitational over weekend after winning
three straight games in as many days.

James Madison University
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Gov. Warner discusses
state education reform
news editor
Gov. Mark Warner discussed his
"Education for a Lifetime" initiative, a
series of six major reforms targeting multtpfelevelsofeducation, rhursda) morning in the College Center
Warner said his proposed budget for
the next biennium will provide enough
funds — $525 million — to maintain the
Standards of Quality, Virginia's minimum
school requirements.
This mimey only will maintain the current standards and does not include any
costs incurred to change the standards,
according to Warner.
The initiatives impact every person in
Virginia, according to Warner. "Now I
belnvc we've got to mala? available to
every person in Virginia a system of educati<Mi tii »• ibnta with preschool and
doesn't even end when you leave JMU,
but goes throughout your whole working canvr." he s.iiii
"We can no longer look at education as
preschool, separate from K-12, separate
higher education, separate from work

,

""

Students can vote online

force training," Warner added.
After his speech, Warner said that the
initiative will be "self-funding," and that
as schools graduate more students who
enter the job market, earning power
inov.w-., .ind mOM vvill Iv purnjwl
back into the economy to essentially fund
the initiative itself.
"Education for a Lifetime" reforms
must be gauged by two criteria, according
to Warner. "They have to be accountable,
and they have to be measurable," he said.
One of the six reforms addresses the
recruitment and retention of teachers
"We've also got to acknowledge that we
have an ongoing concern— potential cnsis — in terms of recruiting and retaining
good teachers," Warner said.
In the next 10 years, 33,000 — nearly
40 percent of Virginia public school
teachers — are slated to retire while
32,000 students arc expected to enter
the public school system in the next two
years alone, according to Warner. Over
the next decade, 61,000 students are
expected to enter the system.
see WARNER, page 5
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Freshman Class
Council elections
begin Tuesday

Warner promotes 'Education for a Lifetime'
BY KKLLY JA.PER

Mar
Partly cloudy
High: 79
Lmr. 58

BY COLLEEN SCHORN

staff writer

PIWo countly of JMU PHOTOGRAPHY
Gov. Mark Wanwr speaks to students and facility about
education reform In the College Center last Thursday.

To elect members of the Student Senate and
class council officers for the Freshman Class
Council, students can vote in the Annual
Student Government Assocation Minor
Elections this week.
Freshman Class Council and Student Senate
elections will take place Tuesday. Elections for resident students will be held 1
Sept. 15, in
their respective halls.
The freshman class will ;
ting for its
class council, comprised oi pn
it, vice president, treasurer and secretary The Student
Senate includes both commuter and resident
students. Commuter students run under their
college and only can be elected by students
within the same college.
Resident students elect one student as a representative for their hall, although larger halls
like Chesapeake Hall and Potomac. Hall may
elect two senators.
Students should speak to hall directors for
more information on hall elections.
see VOTE, page 5

FOOTBALL

Virginia Tech runs over JMU
Dukes manage to
avoid major injury
BY BRAD RICHARDS

sports editor
Virginia Tech, ranked No. M in the country by the
Associated Press and USA Today7 ESPN coaches' poll,
entered Saturday's game in Blacksburg against JMU
.is the heavy favorite. The Hokies showed the crowd
of 65,115 why they are a Division I-A powerhouse
after beating the Dukes 43-0 at Lane
Stadium/Worsham Field.
The Hokies struck first on their opening possession. Quarterback Bryan Randall broke free from two
JMU tacklers to avoid a
near sack and scampered
for 47 yards for the score.
"|Randall]'s a good
athlete, and good athletes make plays," junior I
free safety
Rodney
McCarter said. "It was a
bit of a letdown, but it
was [the Hokies' | first
score. We felt we could
come back and stop
them from making big
plays, but you never |
want to give that up."
While the Dukes hung in the game, JMU struggled 'rum the outset. After a drive on the Dukes' second possession that consisted of 14 plays for 73 yards,
JMU took 732 off the clock and found itself on the
Hokies' 6-yard line. A missed 23-yard field goal by
junior kicker Burke George took away some of the
energy the team had gained.
I thought the biggest play of the game probably was the missed field goal," coach Mickey
Matthews said. "I am not saying we would have
beat [Virginia Tech] or even been any closer, but I
think some wind went out of our sail. It was a great
drive, it's just an extra point."
Defensively, Virginia Tech put a lot of pressure on
red-shirt junior quarterback Matt LeZotte, which
resulted in l.eZotte not having time to find receivers.
U< were having so much trouble protecting
[le/ottc|. that's why we didn't throw the ball
morr." Matthews said. "(LeZotte) was getting
shelled and even on our play action passes he was
getting hit I |ust told the offensive coaches we
weren't going to throw much."
le/otte was able to complete si\ o( 1] pass
attempts, gaining 68 yards total in the game. Fiftynine of those yards came in the first quarter
"I think we really played well in the first half,"
Ix-Zotte said. "We had a few big mistakes, but as the
game went on you can really tell the difference
between a l-AA and l-A pmgram.
"I think we kind of surprised them at first, but as
the game went on, you really saw how good of a team
they really do have," U'Zottc added.
JMU generated a majority of its offense through
the air, gaining 125 of the offense's 143 total yards.
The running game that was effective in last week's
win over liberty University did not have the same
impact against Virginia Tech. On 36 rushing plays, the
see HOKIES, page 5

DRFW u II S( trii*nkrpt*H»itrapher
Above. Virginia Tech punt returner DeAnfefo Hall, right, breaks a 47-yard punt return In the third quarter as sophomore Imbacker
Isal Bradshaw follows In pursuit. Red-shirt Junior quarterback Matt LeZotte, lower Ml. Is sacked by Virginia Tech's Michael Crawford
In the first hatf. The Hokies got three touchdowns from back-up tailback Cedric Humes Including a 10-yard run (lower right).
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The JMU sign language club will meet in Zane Showker Hall
room 242 at 7:30 p.m. For more information e-mail Maggie
Miller at mille2me.

Fkketa Pot Phil Vassar'sOd 11 concert .it the Convocation
Cartel go on Mb in the Wunm M.iM Ban Office .it 9 a.m.

OPINION

House editorial
House cartoon
Darts & pats
Breeze reader's view
Campus spotlight
Letter to the editor

I he department «>r >.«. iokM and anthropology will host a
reception in Sheldon Hall room iu from 1:30 to 245 p.m.

Wanchi Huang will play the violin in Wilson Hall auditorium
at 8 p.m. For more information contact Susan Muterspaugh at
x8-3481.

Phi Chi Itu'i.i .i profeMfonil business fiattcnity, will hold an
information leasion in Zane Showker Hall rix>m 102 at 7 p.m.
Pol DIOR information i-m.nl k.ithmm- GUM ,it flMMM.

Wednesday, Sept 10
Phi Fpsilon Kappa, the professional kincsiology and recreational
studies fraternity will hold an interest meeting at 6 p.m. on the
third floor of Godwin Hall. For more information e-mail Kate
Parker at parkerkm.

TUesday, Sept 9
Itn Kpsilon Kappa, the professional kinthiol'^y and recreational
studies fraternity will hold MI LntaMtt meeting at 6 p.m. on the
third floor ot Godwin Hall lor more information e-mail Kate
Parker at ainb

LEISURE

Crossword
Horoscopes

FOCUS

UREC will hold a class called "Maximizing Your Workout"
from 6 to 7 p.m. This is a Wcllness Passport event. For more
information contact Brooke Thompson at x8-8734.

The JMU chapter of Amnesty International will meet in
favlor Hall room -MX) from 7 to 8 pm. For more
information e-mail Nadine Wu at wunf.

The JMU Bubble

STYLE

14 Carrots restaurant opens
Taking Back Sunday
CD review
Sex in the suburbs

New & lmprov'd will hold auditions in Taylor 4(12 from 9 to
11 p.m. For more information contact Dan Hodos at 434-2104
or hodosdp

Phi Chi Theta. a professional bu>inc?>s fraternity, will hold an
information Meaion in Zane Showker Hall room 102 at 7 p.m.
For more information e-mail Katharine GUM at gmJQN

Submitting events to the
DUM DAYS Events Calendar.
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FUN FACT of the

photo editor

The Royal
Marching Dukes
perform during
harttime at the
football game at
Virginia Tech
Saturday.

WEATHER

air crashes.

Partly Cloudy
High 79 Low 58
Tuesday
Scattered Showers
73/54

Thursday
Mostly Sunny
76/57

Wednesday
Partly Cloudy
74/54

Friday
Mostly Sunny
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Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a purse, a cell phone
and a wallet Aug. 29 between 6
and 6:30 p.m. in the College
Center The wallet contained
cash and credit cards.

Petty Larceny
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a parking decal in R-1
Lot between Aug. 30 at 6 p.m.
and Sept. 1 at 6 p.m.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 7
Number of parking tickets issued
between Aug 25 and Sept. 4 2,440

CORRECTIONS

$1 Off

W + uptwynp

T»n for entire
$100
school year

Valley's

R

i

any purchase of
$5 or more

*rtft> ll
and R«M*YOir &
(Acroti rVom Sh*ta)
W»*inf Oncnx* (ro*n
SunChsit, Scot* &».. BhM tOdp.
PbWm*( ft Choupukx

10 Tinning Visiti tor

Perms $30

$30 and get ^
more FREE

Full Body Muup $35

FREE Soft Drink
with any
Hair Service

Hijhlijhts $3S

RT Computer Systems
o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

(except lottery) with coupon

Fueling Our Community
Locations in Harrisonburg:
ENcKOr
1911 S. High St. (near Wal-Mart)
1001 E. Market St. (Dunkin Donuts location)"FLEX accepted'
1168 Virginia Ave (Across from EMU)

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335

In Kroger Shopping Center

Hours: Mon-Sat. 9am to 7pm

Not Valid With Any Other Otter No Copies Accepted Expires 9/30/03

END YOOR SOMMeR WITH SOMe GReAT RCGGAe!

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified: Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 8
am and 5 pm
■ Cost $3 00 lor the first 10 words, $2
lor each addWonal 10 words; boxed
ctaaevfced, $10 per column Inch
■ Deadlines noon Friday for Monday
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be pad m advance
In The Breeze office.

Profauioral
HAMSTYUNG -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA A MASSAGE

Shampoo/Cut/Styt* $11

* Quality Life < Quality Food - Saigon Cate

Beside Plan 9 Music
iiity ute ' Quality Food • Saigon Cafe

<3

Authentic Vietnamese Cuisine

Oispnd
SLAND RinnaiH
Wflflae!

Saigon Csfk

FIJI E-ShlUp!

Family owned and operated since 1996
We specialize in shrimp dishes
and making tofu taste delicious

■MCIUUI ANY TWO
ISLAND RfKJU CM
AND RECIVf A HUE
ISLAND T SHIRT

Include tolu with any Entree

EXCLUSIVELY AT RAN 9
(WHILE SUPPLIES LAST)

Vietnamese Soup Phd

wm i FRie CRJP
no Jamiicai
«1««I«C SKA«
UIIIMAIE COUiC'ION

• MMUY-MASIAIUN
vnMinN-rniMitun

mSAUtun

Soups
Appetizers
Char-Grill
Vegetarian
Seafood
Beef
Chicken
Pork

cur*
Jl'IMATI JIMMYCUFf
ONSAll I14H

WHAT A RECORD STORF SHOULD BE!
434 9999

CDs • DVDs S more!

KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

Listen Before
You Buy!

Mon-Sat 10-9. Sunday 12-6
cauuuomawui

Manufacture of
Fake Identification
Chnslopher J. Laspada, 18, of
Chesterfield, was arrested and
charged with the manufacture of a
drivers icense Sept 2 at 1125 p.m.

Welcome Back!
Candle's Spa

Mo...
Tuesday - Karaoke/DI Party
Wednesday - Free pool/Taco Bat
Thursday-(College Party) Dl/Dandng
Friday- |ohn Moss., (0/12)
-Borderline (0/13)
±
Free pool

SEE STORES FOR DETAILS
AND ENTER TO WIN!

In other matters, campus police
report the following:

■ There were 6 drunk in public
charges issued since Aug 25 This
information was cited incorrectly in
the Sept 4 issue ol The Breeze

78/60

-17.87
close 2733.72

Day

More people
are killed annualy
by donkeys
than die in

Today

Non-student Joseph G Breckley,
43, ol Bealelon was arrested
and charged with grand larceny
and property damage to the
Hillside Half computer lab Sept 3
at 6:21 p.m. A computer tower,
computer monitor and keyboard
were removed from the lab A
trespass notice was issued on
the subject.

A JMU staff member reported the
larceny ol a wallet from a vehicle
in G-Lot Aug. 30 between 6:30
am and 6 p.m. The wallet
contained credit cards, a JAC
card, driver's license and cash.

SPORTS

Special teams hinder
JMU against Virginia Tech

police Ion reporter

WsVW.PLAN9IWUSIC.COM

O

Lunch Buffet
Monday-Thursday
11:30-2:00
$5.99

Friday
Shrimp Buffet
11:30-2:00
$7.45

540-434-5750
Antique Mall • Rolling Hills Shopping Center
787 East Market Street • Harrisonburg

Quality Ute « Quality Food - Saigon Cate • Quality Life » Quality Food - Saigon Cafe
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■ Palestinian problems
After many clashes with Ytfsei
Arafat and disappointment with U.S.
relations, Mahmoud Abbas resigns.
M* ttocy btlow

AROUND
Sept. 11, 2001, memorial
services planned
JMU has many events
planned in remembrance of the
Sept. 11. 2001. terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center and
Pentagon, according
to http://nm-UKimu.edu/jmuuYb
/student s/news.
At 8:45, 9:03 and 10:10
a.m., the times that the
planes crashed, the Wilson
Bells will chime.
Between the hours of 10
a.m. and 3 p.m., there will be
patriotic ribbons available
on the commons with proceeds
going
to
the
Harrisonburg Rescue Squad.
There will be a moment of
silence on the Quad and at the
College Center at 12:15 p.m.
Following the moment, there
will be a dedication of the
Sept. 11 Memorial at the
College Center.
A Candlelight Vigil will
be held on the Commons at
8:30 p.m.
There will be a blood drive
in the Transitions room in
Warren Hall on Sept. 17.
It is nxommended that one
signs up in the Student
Government Association office,
Taylor Hall, room 203. However,
walk-ins also are accepted.

Faculty and staff to get
relationship SMART
A six-week relationship
seminar series begins today
for )MU faculty and staff.
I hj "Cet SMART! Skills
Make Adult Relationships
Thrive," will feature experts
in "relationship education,
couples and marriage counseling, psychotherapy and
clinical
social
work,"
according to an Aug. 29
pre;--. H-ILMMV
The sessims are held every
MIHH1.IV through Oct. 13 in
Zane Showker Hall, mom 105
from 6:45 to 9:15 p.m.
The seminar is $199 for individuals and $249 for couples
]MU faculty and staff
receive a discount, making
the fee $149 for individuals
and $179 for couples.
For more information call
the Center for Professional
Development at x8-3249.

IN THE

Group works to keep
water clean, plentiful
Harrisonburg public officials and JMU are working to
make sure there is plenty of
clean water for both residents
and businesses, according to
a Sept. 5 article in The Daily
News-Record.
People from throughout the
Valley compose a group called
the Regional Water Resources
Policy Committee.
This group is supposed
to help prevent the drought
that plagued the farming
areas, vital to the Valleys
economic survival.

Sexual assault
victims find help
BY STEPHEN ATWELL
,t wistant news editor ■
Sexual assault is a major public
health problem in the Commonwealth
of Virginia, according to an April 2003
study by the department of preventative medicine and community health at
Virginia Commonwealth University.
As a result, JMU offers I number of
resources to students, including education on preventative measures and
assistance coping with sexual assault
For the past 12 years, the Office of
Sexual Assault Prevention has provided
crisis intervention by a licensed therapist advocacy and support resource
information and hospital and court support. It sponsors assault prevention
events throughout the year and puts on
programs, according to Hillary WingRichards, a^vute director of OSAP
The office also sponsors student
groups such as Campus Assault
ResonpsE, One in Four and Reality
Educators Advocating Campus Health.
"Sexual assault is not usually
the 'tt'reotypical bad guy jumping
out of the bushes and attacking a
woman in a dark alley," said
Aimee Johnson, Peer Programs
coordinator at the University
Health Center. "Most of the time,
sexual assault involves someone
the victim knows and alcohol."
Johnson works with REACH. The
group is comprised of students who
design and present programs on issues
including sexual assault, healthy relationships, substance/alcohol abuse,
sexual health, nutrition, body image,
stress and eating disorders.
REACH works as a division under
the Health Center. The I lealth Center

offers confidential testing for sexually
transmitted diseases arid pregnancy
for all students, including victims of
sexual assault In many cases, it also
will direct students to the Women's
Resource Center.
REACH will hold its first program of
the year Sept 15 in the College Center
Grand Ballroom at 8 p.m. The improv
show called, "Sex Signals," will focus on
dating, consent and relationships.
To prevent sexual assault from
occurring, Wing-Richards said she
urges "safety in numbers" when
going out to attend parties.
Understanding the connection
between date rape and alcohol abuse is
important according to Wing-Richards.
"One cannot give consent
under the influence of alcohol and
other drugs — clear thinking is
not present," she said.
CARE, an organization overseen
by OSAP, offers students a 24-hour
crisis support line, according to senior Melissa Diffley, president of
CARL. When a student calls the help
line , he or she can leave his or her
number on a voice mail system, and
a trained member of CARE will
return the call within 15 minutes,
Over 40 volunteers work for CARE
and complete a 40-hour training program, according to Diffley. The volunteers leam legal and medical procedures available to victims. The focus is
on listening skills, empathy and
describing the resources available to
sexual assault victims.
Another organization on campus
that works to address issues of sexual
assault is One in Four. The group is an
all-male one that focuses on sexual
assault education.

HILLARY WING-RICHARDS

associate director of OS A P
M*

story Mow
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WJaSSMk x;@JMU
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Sexual Assault Prevention
Warren Hal
phone:568-283l

JMU Campus Police
Shorandoah HaH
phone: 568*913

CARS.

Counseling & Student
Development Center
VfcrnerHall
phone: 5686SS2

(Campus Assault ResponsE)
phone: 568-64II
>r>fomen's Resource Center
Warren Hal
phone: 568-3407
University Health Center
phone 5686177
OtSce of Judicial Affairs
Huflrnan Hal
phone: 568-6218
Office of Residence Life
Huflrnan Hil
phone: 568-3501. 568-6275

off-campus
resources
CASA
iCaureApiiK Seoul Asia*)
phor*lS«0) 4)4.2373
VA Crime WHnett Program
phonr(S40) 5M-33SO
Roddngtnm Memorial Hoiptal
phow (540)43)4100

IF TT
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"Our name, One in Four, comes
from the alarming statistic that one in
four college-aged women has been the
victim of a sexual assault since the age
of 14," said senior Dante Ricci, president of One in Four.
The organization addresses sexual
assault through a "How to Help a
Sexual Assault Survivor: What Men
Can Do" program. The one-hour
presentation provides the audience
with a better understanding of how
to help and respond to a victim,
according to Ricci.

J

MARK CHOI/* raptors editor
"The goal of One in Four is to
eventually change the name of our
group to One in Five, to One in 10,
to One in 50 ... until we're not even
needed as an organization anymore," Ricci said.
In addition to services provided by
JMU, Harrisonburg also has resources
that address sexual assault.
"Victims must be aware of what is
available for them, and that there are
people who will listen, not judge, support
and offer options, "WingRichards said.

Palestinian prime minister resigns
BYJOMN WARD ANDERSON

& MOLLY MOORE
The Washington Post
Palestinian Prime Minister
Mahmoud Abbas, regarded by
the United States and Israel as a
crucial partner in renewed
Middle East peace efforts, submitted his resignation Saturday
after a four month tenure
dogged by Palestinian infighting
and a failure to meet international demands for security reforms.
Abbas told Palestinian legislators in a closed meeting that he
wanted to quit his appointed
position because of continuous
clashes with Yasser Arafat, the
elected leader of the Palestinian
Authority, and frustration that
the United States and Israel did
not support his fragile government with more substantive
efforts to move the peace process
forward, according to lawmakers present at the closed meeting.
Arafat did not immediately
accept the resignation and was
meeting with lawmakers and
political allies Saturday night to
discuss his options, Palestinian
officials said. Abbas has a liM<>
ry of employing brinksman-

ship in political battles, often
winning concessions by threatening to quit positions, though
he has never before submitted
his resignation.
The unanswered questions surrounding the two
Palestinian leaders' methods
and motives did not diminish the impact of Saturday's
announcement by Abbas,
which
plunged
the
Palestinian Authority into
its most serious crisis since
he was sworn in as prime
minister April 30. It alsx> represented yet another major
Mtftwck for the U.S.-backed
peace process known as the
"road map."
Hours after Abbas' resignation speech, an Israeli fighter jet
bombed a residential building
in the Claza Strip in an attempt
to kill Sheik Ahmed Yassin, the
founder and spiritual leader of
the
Islamic
Resistance
Movement, known as Hamas.
Yassin and a top aide were
injured slightly when a 550pound bomb slammed into the
home of an Islamic scholar
where numerous top Hamas

-6 4

The Palestinian
political system is in
crisis... a crisis of
mistrust.
—Ziad Abu Amr
Abbas cabinet member

55
leaders were meeting, Israeli
and
Palestinian
security
sources said. Ten other people
also were wounded, according
to hospital officials
The decision by Abbas to
leave his post, created under
pressure
from
President
George W. Bush and Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
in a bid to sideline Arafat, will
complicate attempts to resurrect the road map. Efforts to
end
the
three-year-old
Palestinian uprising, in which
more than 2,400 Palestinians
and 850 Israelis have been
killed, collapsed after a

Palestinian suicide bus bombing Aug. 19 that killed 22 people and the subsequent assas
sinations of Hamas leaders by
Israeli forces.
In Washington DC, White
House
spokesman
Scott
McClellan said the Bush
administration was "following
events in the region closely and
our representatives are in touch
with all interested parties." He
added that "we remain committed to implementation of
the road map "
Sharon's office, in a written
statement, said, "Israel will not
accept a situation where control
of the Palestinian Authority is
returned to Arafat or anyone
who does his bidding."
Ziad Abu Amr, a cabinet
member in the Abbas government, said, "The Palestinian
political system is in crisis."
Describing "a crisis of mistrust'' between Abbas and
Arafat, Abu Amr said the
prime minister's resignation
speech was "very personal,"
and that the mood in the legislative chamber was one of
"sadness and frustration.''

Under Palestinian law, Ararat
can take as much time as he
wants to consider Abbas' resignation, according toSaeb I rek.it,
an Arafat loyalist and chief
Palestinian negotiator with the
United States and Israel. Abbas
and his ministers likely will stay
on as caretakers, Erekat said.
After a new prime minister is
selected, he will have five weeks
to form a cabinet and seek a legislature vote of confidence.
Erekat and other Palestinian
lawmakers said Arafat could
rename Abbas. But several lawmakers who support Abbas
said he was unlikely to accept
any such proposal without dramatic changes in the working
relationship and division of
powers between Arafat and the
prime minister.
From the day Abbas was
confirmed, analysts said his
term would be marked by turmoil and tension as he struggled to define and empower
the prime minister's post while
Arafat fought to retain his
influence Arafat has the upper
see RESIGNS, page 4

Field naming honors Showker

Rolling along

BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

Homeland Security Dcpt.
woes delay progress

staff writer

The Washington Post — Six
month!) after it was isUblishcd
to protect the nation fmm terrorism,
the
Department
ofl
Homeland Security is hobbled
by money woes, disorganization, turf battles and unsteady
support from the White House
and has made only halting
progress toward its goals,
according to administration officials and independent experts.
The top two officials
under Homeland Security
Secretary Ibm tliim .u.' Map
ping down amid eritidtDI
from some White House offi<
cials and elsewhere in the
administration.

go few paoptowanHowoHt
.it the ,le|i.nt""'nt that more
than 15 p^>rU> de> liiicd requests
to apply for the top post in its
intelligence unit - •»"! marq
others turned down offer- tonal
for sever.il 0*B I"
government officials said

"One cannot give consent under the
influence of alcohol."

AMY PATTCKSfiN/ientor phuto/crapher
Instructor Andrew Slawter, senior, shows his students the perfect roll In the
UREC pool Sept. 4. Students participated In a free two-hour kayak roll workshop that welcomed both beginner and advanced roHers.

During halftime at the first
football game of the season
against Uberty University, JMU
named the football field after
Zane Showker The football facility will now be called Showker
Field at Bridgeforth Stadium.
On Sept. 6, a naming ceremony occurred during the Liberty
University football game. The
naming ceremony consisted of
President I .inwood Rose, Board
of Visitors Rector Joseph C.
Farrell of Richmond and Zane
Showker. After a few comments
from President Rose, a short fireworks display was set off.
Due to Showker's continued
support, the university administration decided to honor him
by naming the football field
Showker Field.
"The field was the appropriate site (for the ceremony], since it is the facility
being named in honor of
Showker. Holding the ceremony during a football game
allowed a large crowd >.

|MU supporters to take part
in this important occasion,"
said Fred Hilton, director of
university communications.
In addition to his generous
financial
support,
Showker has been instrumental in the university's
leadership, having served
eight years on the Board of
Visitors, including two-year
terms as both rector and vice
rector, Hilton said. Showker
acted as vice rector from
1998-'00, and then as rector
from 2000-'02.
Students seemed to have
mixed emotions about naming
the field after Showker, although
most in the end agreed with
what the university did because
of the Urge amount of money he
had donated.
"I think people who
donate money to the school
should get recognition for
it. It's great that he did that
for us,"sophomore Margot
Humphries said.
see FIELD, page 4
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RESIGNS: Abbas felt 'stabbed in the back'

FIELD: Donor praised

M-SH.XS.ftvmpagfS
kind, analysis say, because ho
was eloctvd by the Palestinian
p»Mple, while Abbas was
appointed and lacked legitimacy.
The immediate conflict
between Abbas and Arafat was
over control of the nine main
I'aFestinian security forces,
which had been divided
between the two men. Abbas
demanded that all of the security forces answer to the interior minister, a portfolio he kept
for himself' when he formed his
itiiwrnment
But lawmakers and associates of the pair said their difrcratOM wen1 much deeper.
According to an official who
attended the closed-door meeting, Abbas "said he had been
betrayed, stabbed in the back
by Arafat and his people," who
the prime minister complained
had incited popular disapproval of his government.
Abbas tokl legislators that he
regretted the failures of his government, but he blamed Israel

FI Fiji, from page .1
Sophomore Jason Brown
Mrfd It it makes people give
more money to the school then
gnMt, bill it kind oi crv.ites .i
monopoly at the school."
Sophomore Jimmy Liwlor
agrvtxi. I say sun1, go ahead
and name the field after him. He
is ,i very genenms man — and
why not be immortalized by a

for not fulfilling its obligations
under the peace process, and the
United States for not exerting
enough pressure on Israel to
meet those obligations
Israeli and US. officials have
criticized Abbas for not ordering his security forces to crack
down on Palestinian militant
groups and their operations.
But they also have blasted
Arafat
for
undermining
Abbas's ability to take such
steps by not relinquishing control of the security agencies
under his command. The
United States and Israel both
have refused to deal with
Arafat, saying he is tainted by
ties to terrorism.
Several Palestinian officials
noted that the relationship
between Arafat and Abbas, who
had been one of Arafat's top
advisers tor decades, had deteriorated dramatically in recent
weeks, prompting some of
Abbas's strongest supporters to
discourage him from accepting
any offer to return to the job.

Thursday, in a speech assessing
his brief term in office. Abbas
told Palestinian legislators to
strengthen his position "or take
it back." Lawmakers then called
for a vote of no-confidence in
his government.
As Abbas — popularly
known as Abu Mazen, or "father
of Mazen," in keeping with the
Pak'stinians' practice of referring
to a man as the father of his eldest son — entered the legislative
chamber before the speech, protesters pushed and shoved the
visibly shaken prime minister,
screaming that he was guilty of
treason. Some spray-painted a
sign on the fnxit Of a building
saying, "Down with Abu
Mazen's government" Because
Abbas was supported so vocally
by VS. and Israeli leaders, many
Palestinians considered him a
puppet of the United States.
"The things of the past few
days left a scar on Abu Mazen,"
said Kadoura Fares, a member
of the legislature \% ho had been
instrumental in efforts to patch

disignvments between Arafat
and Abbas in the past few days
"Abu Mazen is not built to take
such a thing."
In his speech to the legislature Saturday, Abbas reportedly
told lawmakers that accusations
of treason wen' particularly
stinging. He argued that he had
not been appointed by the
United States, but by Ar.it.it.
Arafat's Fatah political movement, the Palestine liberation
Organization and the Palestinian
I *>;i>LiIu<'C iuuii il
Nevertheless,
many
Palestinians
inten lew ed
Saturday
after
Abbas'
announcement said he had
lacked legitimacy.
"Abu Mazen was imposed on
the Palestinian people In tlx' inti
dels," said Tawfik Abudullah
Shami, 20, a salesman at a small
clothing shop in predominantly
Muslim East Jerusalem. "He
came to fulfill the will of the
United States and Israel.
Naturally he was unpopular
among the Palestinian people."

footfall Add."
Over the past several years
Showker has donated enough
money to help build several of
the main buildings on campus.
"He was the first individual to
make a million-dollar gift to
JMU, and his continuing support of the business program
at JMU resulted in Zane
Showker Hall — the main
building for the College of
Business — being named in his
honor," Hilton said.
It was announced publicly
that he made a $2 million gift
toward construction of the
Robert and Francis Plecker
Athletic Performance Center,

In real estate the 3 words arc LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

according to Hilton.
Rose said, "Zane Showker
has been an indispensable partner with James Madison
University for more than 30
years in the University's great
siucess story. He ha-, graciously
volunteered his business acumen and his keen leadership to
the university, as well as generously sharing his financial
resources. Showker is an important part of JMU's continuing
history and the university is
proud to honor him."
Showker is a native erf the
Shenandoah Valley who founded Harrisonburg Fruit and
Produce in 1950, which became
one of the l.irgcst food distributorships in the Valley.
Showker's
business
merged in 1973 with Sysco
to form HFP-Sysco, a
national group of food services firms. He now serves as
chairman emeritus of the
firm. He has been one of the
university's major donors
for many years, Hilton said.
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HOKIES: Va. Tech 6-0 against JMU
HOKIES, from page 1
Dukes only chalked up 18
yards on the ground, resulting in an average of 0.5 yards
per carry.
During the second quarter,
Hokie fans got ■ scare when
tailback Kevin Jones was hit
out of bounds by red-shirt
sophomore defensive tackle
Demetrius Shambley. Jones
Unded awkwardly against the
stadium's cement wall surrounding the field and injured
his wrists. He was cleared to
return to the game, but did not
play after x-rays on his wrists
were negative. Shambley
received a personal foul penalty on the play and was ejected

from the game.
"Defensively, you're so
willing to make a play, make a
tackle and really try to be as
physical as possible." LeZotte
said. "Demetrius [Shambley)
is a real nice guy, and 1 don't
think he did anything purposefully. Sometimes you get
carried away and something
like that happens."
Tailback Cedric Humes,
who scored his first collegiate
points during the second quarter, replaced Jones after the
injury. Humes reached the end
zone three times in the game
and led all rushers with 75
yards on 15 carries.
While most critics made

Virginia Tech the clear favorite,
the Dukes hurt themselves by
fumbling the ball four times
and being intercepted by cornerback DeAngelo Hall on the
Hokies 10-yard line.
Not only did turnovers hinder what JMU attempted
offensively, the Dukes missed
tackles, which resulted in big
plays from Virginia Tech.
"Some times you think
we're tackling bad, and that's
because they have better players than us," Matthews said.
"That gets lost in all this ... 1
thought we tackled very poorly, but I am sure they had
something to do with that."
Sophomore linebacker Isai

Bradshaw said, "It's definitely a learning experience
going against a top competitor like Virginia Tech. All we
can do is come out the next
game and just play as hard as
we did this week and see
what we can do."
The Virginia Tech/JMU
series began in 1980, and Tech
has won all six of the games.
With the victory Saturday,
Tech reached 600 wins in its
program's history. JMU plays
again on Sept. 20, when it
opens
its
Atlantic
10
Conference schedule against
Hofstra University at 6 p.m.
at
Showker
Field
at
Bridgeforth Stadium.

DRKW Wll.SON/<™.» ptutatraplitr

Virginia Tech quarterback Bryan Randall rushes down the tideline for a 47-yard touchdown In the first quarter Saturday.

VOTE: Election Tuesday

WARNER: Education goals will not be easy

VOTE, from ftgl 1
Voting for Freshman Class
Council and Student Senate
will take place online at
http://sga.jmu.edu from 7 a.m.
until 5 p.m. Tuesday. There
also will be an online voting
station set up on the commons
from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.
Result*, will he announced
immediately after the polls
dost that day.
A senator is expected to
attend weekly meetings and to
help decide on JMU policy
and funding for student
organizations.
Krissy Schnebel, director of
leadership programs, spoke at
the meeting. According to
Schebel, there are 14 seats open

WARNER, from panel
Warner said some of the schools' most
talented faculty members are picking up
and moving on because Virginia schools
are not able to be competitive in the areas
of faculty pay or resources
Sophomore Courtney I'errine, a representative of the FReshman Orientation
Guide program, who presented Warner
with a FROG T-shirt before his speech,
said she "thought that it was unbelievable
about the statistics that so many new students were going to be coming through
the Virginia schools, and so many teachers
are leaving the schixil districts."
Warner's initiative also addresses
options given to high school students.
Senior Year Plus, a program designed to
best utilize a high school senior's last
year before college, allows students to
earn a full semester of college credit

for the College of Arts &
Letters, 13 for the College of
Integrated
Science
and
Technology, 12 for the College
of Business, five for the College
of Math and Science and three
for the College of Education.
The number of seats is representative of the number of students enrolled in that college.
"Any person who does not
win a scat in the elections can be
put into a pool for At-Large
Senator. As an At-Large Senator,
you will represent the entire student body," Schnebel said.
Further information on the
upcoming minor elections, as
well as voting, can be found on
the
SCA
Web site
at
http://sga.jmu.edu.

before leaving for school.
Students can earn these credits, which
Warner said will save families money,
through four-year colleges, community
colleges, distance 'naming and traditional
advanced placement programs. "Fvery
dollar saved can be reinvested in public
education," he said.
Wamer said that reaching the goals
of his reforms would not be easy. "This
coming year we are facing a tough
budget as well,'' he said.
Wamer said he plans to lay out the
details of his initiative over the next M\
weeks as he continues to tour anmnd the
state. Warner's stop at JMU was the first
of three stops he made Thursday. He also
spoke at Roanoke Higher Education
Center and at Virginia High School in
Bristol later in the day and Friday spoke at
Woodniw Wilson Elementary SchtxJ in

Hel«*"in
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Specializing in Traditional Thai "Yoga" Massage,
Swedish Relaxation & Deep Tissue Therapies.

Inc. '
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I )anville and at the University of Virginia.
Wednesday Warner visited Virginia
Commonwealth University in Richmond,
Norfolk State University in Norfolk and
Northern Virginia Community college.
President l.inwood Rose said he was
plBMCd with the prominence Wamer is
placing on education "I'm eager to hear
what his future plans are tor us and am
sure more about higher education will
come out later," RoMMftd
Rich Harris, coordinator of community service learning, said he
thought Warner spoke well to the |MU
community and particularly students
" I really like that GOV. Warner looked
at education as a comprehensive
process from preschool to beyond college, he said. "I'm really interested in
seeing the details of his plan and how
this will affect JMU."
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Out of all the careers in the work force,
teaching is one of the most overworked,
underpaid and under-appreciated of the list.

sec house editorial, below

(Jmmii
HOUSE

The mandates would also benefit the
economy, which would be spurred by
more people working more hours.
JONATHAN KELLY

junior
see column, below

EDITORIAL

Warner's plan for lifetime of education does little for teachers in Va.
Schools require two categories of people
— students and teachers.
Virginia doesn't seem to have a problem with the former half. After all, Gov.
Mark Warner said in a speech last
Thursday that 32,000 students are expected to add to the already-overcrowded
hallways of public schools next year.
When it comes to teachers, however,
Virginia is in a rut. Warner also said that
nearly 40 percent of public school swtlw n
may retire in the next decade, not including
those who leave to enter a new profession or
move to another stale.
Out of all the careers in the work force,
teaching is one of the most overworked,
underpaid and under-appreciated of the
list. Virginia teachers especially have to deal
with declining salaries — there has been a 4
percent decrease in the past 10 years,
according to the National Education
Association, while the rest of the nation's
teacher salaries have increased — as well as
increased class size. NEA estimates that
Virginia high school sizes are 41 percent
higher than the national average.
It's no wonder Virginia is losing ils teai n
ers — where is the enticement?
Warner's speech was mainly about his
plan called "Education for a Lifetime," partially aimed toward recruiting and retaining
good teachers, an issue that he called a
"potential crisis." But while his words
seemed to have a positive outlook, the plan's
details were left out.
The only way to recruit and retain good
teachers is attract them to Virginia. This
mc.iMs that salaries should be fair, and class
slzet should be appropriate.
Most teachers not only work their normal
school-day hours, but their lunchtimes often
are spent tutoring kids in the classroom, and
their evenings are spent grading papers or
Sireparing a test for the next day. It is unfair
or teachers to be working 12-hour days and
not receive just compensation.
Along with extended hours, teachers are

expected to revolve their curriculum around
the Standards of Learning — state-instituted
guidelines for what is important for students
to learn in each grade.
It li.is come to the point when teachers no
longer are asked to inspire students to seek
knowledge — now they are asked to transmit information like computers.
In addition, Warner seeks to make
schools — and teachers — accountable for
the achievement of their students. The
business model has entered the classroom
riding on such words as "accountability"
and ' measurability."
Education is not a quantitative process.
Can learning be reduced to four choice*?
Can understanding and comprehension
be summed up in a list of things that "the
student will" learn?
Everyone can remember teachers who
merely spewed out information and expected students to follow a rigid formula for success on a test. But some also can remember
teachers who transformed school, who
opened the doors of possibility before their
students and created a desire not only to
DM .i ctlM, but also to learn. Which kind of
teacher is Virginia attracting?
How Warner expects to recruit and retain
teachers without giving them the return they
deserve is a question he said will be answered
over the next six weeks. During these weeks
he will be traveling throughout the state to
other public schools and education centers.
While Warner's plan, which will warrant an additional $525 million over the
next two years toward education, may
sound beneficial, there are many voids that
are left unanswered. How does he expect to
retain teachers in a time of budget crisis?
Where will that $525 million come from,
and where will it go?
While the declining teacher problem is
only one of five other objectives Warner has
in his education reform, it should be the No.
1 priority. After all, without teachers, there is
little promise for the future of education.

■ Breeze Reader's View

Welfare reform needed
for economic recovery
JonathanKelly

E-mail dart* and pat* to breezedp<e'holmaiLcom
I kins A Pals are submitted iinommously and pnnled on a spaceavailable basts Submissions are based upon one person s opinion of a
vnen situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pat...

Dart. ■ ■
A "get-off-your-lazy-butt-and-have-ahttie-respect" dart to whoever spilled pistachio nuts all over the Sunchase building
and has left them to sit there tor weeks.
From a junior vJio desperately wishes the
neighbors ivere not so incompetent and could figure out tlie complexities of a broom and dustpan.

A "thanks-for-making-a-rainy-day-alittle-brighter" pal to Ihe shaggy-haired
boy who smiles when we pass.
Front the blonde who xvould at least like to
know your itatite.

Dart...
A "we-could-fit-a-heck-of-a-Iot-morccars-in-the-gravel-lot" dart lo those of you
who seem to think you need to park almost
a car-width's distance from the car*, beside
you. Don't be afraid to back up and readjust
From a group of hostile graduate students
who work on campus and thought uv all liad to
practice parking in order to get a driver's license.

Pat...

Pat.. ■

From a junior girl who loves her roommates
more titan life.

Dart.

■■

A "what-a-sight-for-tired-eyes" pat to
the swarm of naked girlies running down
Liberty Street Tuesday night
From a senior who's glad he's driving gyros
around at 2 a.m.
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An 'l-love-it-when-you-take-yourclothes-off" pat to my three roommates
who decided to institute "no-pantsFriday" by sitting on our front stoop in
Foxhills in their underwear and T-shirts,
encouraging all of our neighbors to join.

Laura Dean
KristyNtcolich
Jessica Taylor
Marc Choi
Kevin Marinak
Allan Topp
Patrick Smith
Flip De Luca
Alan Neckowita

"To trie press alone, rftequerrd as it is with abuses,
the world is indebted for all the triumphs wftich
liave been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— lames Madison

A "keep-your-clothes-on" dart to my
roommate for offering to drive my girl back
to Northern Virginia Siturday. only to play
strip padiddle with her in the car.
From a senior who thinks if you re going to be
driving, keep your hands on the wlieet and don't
try to unbutton your AM
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One of the key ways to
improving today's sluggish
economy is to help poorer
Americans ascend into decentpaying jobs. Our nation's welfare system needs to provide
lower-class working Americans
with the opportunity and means
of attaining higher-paying jobs
and building happier lives.
The last landmark legislation to reform welfare was
passed in 1996 and signed by
President Bill Clinton. It was
the Personal Responsibility
and
Work
Opportunity
Reconciliation Act, which set
up the Temporary Assistance
to Needy Families program.
The changes implemented
included granting welfare
recipients temporary financial aid while requiring them
to apply for work by a certain
deadline. TANF also transferred jurisdiction over federal cash aid to the individual
states so that governors could
execute the law in ways that
best fit the needs of their
states. TANF worked wonders as it helped to cut welfare rolls in half across the
nation and to gel more people
off welfare and into jobs. The
law now needs to be reauthorized and new reforms must
be introduced.
On Feb. 26, 2002, President
George W. Bush outlined his
plan lo augment the elements of
welfare reform, according to
cnn.com. Bush presented his proposal al St. Luke's Catholic
( luirch in Washington, D.C. The
president reiterated his plan this
year Jan. 14 in the East Room of
the White House, according lo
www. whitehouse.gov.

The welfare plan maintains
the standard annual $165 billion per year in federal block
UMttl for support lo citizens eligible for welfare benefits. In
addition, the plan sets new and
stronger work requirements for
welfare recipients. The plan raises the percentage of recipients
within states who must hold
jobs from 50 percent to 70 per«.iil by 2007. The proposal also
increases the required work
week from 30 to 40 hours

On Ihe one hand, Ihe
increased work requirements
may be difficult to meet given
the slow economy and tight job
market. This could force states
lo adopt make-work programs
that would generate only deadend jobs with few advancement
opportunities.
On Ihe other hand, if the
economy improves, the new
employment mandates can
enable more working people
to increase their performance
on the job and give more of
them the opportunity to
climb the economic ladder
into higher-paying jobs. The
mandates also would benefit
the economy, which would
be spurred by more people
working more hours.
One of the more serious
problems with the president's
proposal is there needs to be a
far greater cash investment in
child care in order for the program lo work. If the new work
requirements are adopted, single mothers will have to spend
much more time out of the
house and away from their children. The standard level of
child support funds, $4.8 billion per year, is not substantial
enough to provide for the children of many poor families.
If there is not adequate aid
available to provide for the children in the mother's absence,
the children could be living in
very unhealthy, poverty-stricken conditions. This would
negate Ihe ultimate purpose of
reforming the welfare system,
which is to help lift poor families out of poverty.
Another problem with the
plan is that, with stale governments across Ihe country currently hard-pressed for funds,
the annual $16.5 billion in welfare grants might not be enough
to sustain large numbers of people remaining on welfare, especially in a difficult economic climate. When fewer jobs are
available, welfare caseloads
inevitably will rise, though they
remain relatively low now.
Thus, there is sure to be a considerable strain on the states to
see WELFARE, page 7
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WELFARE: More help
WELFARE, from page 6
meet their welfare mandates,
since their budgets already
are stretched to the limit. Thta
could lead to more families
remaining poorer for longer
periods of time.
The progress that welfare
reform has made thus far in
reducing dependency on federal grants has been considerable, but the problem of
poverty still must be over-

t-

Tues. Sept. 9th
CoryTinkham

Thurs. Sept. I I th
Jimmy 'O'

Fri. Sept. 12th
Edible Folk

Sat. Sept. 13th
Elipside
/I
Thurs. Sept.T8f h
Jimmy 'O'
V>A
Sat. SetifeaOt!
Todd SJ

Editor
; the
Surprise, surprise. |Ml

has

found another dera v.
n, >t -so-wealthy students out .>f theft money.
The latest idea was a good
one — raise the price of food
while keeping punches worth
lame Thii will confuse the
heck out of people when their
total
i hoose
to use Fl IX and now your total
is magically J5.50 for a lousy

Only Raw Bar in Harriionburg
Catering Available

nte

I

111 I

■

!■

I.

Mllllll ■ nil ——■■■—I

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

come. Congress and the president have the chance to build
upon the gains of welfare
retorm and help poor families
to obtain an improved standard of living. If they do the.
they will provide welcome
assistance in helping all
Americans to attain a better
life for themselves and fur
theirchildren.
Jonathan Kelly is a junior political science major.

Come Down

Ml

salad, bagel and tap water
lie other rule*
weren't enough — no double
punching on Fridays or weekends — the times when you'd
most like to — only punching at
Market One after'i p.m., lose the
breakfast punch if not usa
11 sat for some plans etc. Then
lliere is the yogurt that , i
bought far 55 cents at Pood I ion,
but will cost you ?1 25 a( I >ukc-You know, 1 used to buy

my three meal and $125 in dining dollars commuter plan was
worth MOO was if I all
or Mrs Greens tor every meal.
Ti then it WM "nlv
worth it by a tew bi
VWI1, mat would be fine if I
wanted to put on a sophomore
15, junior 15 and senior 15. but I
th.it I'd tavi
some rnnnev and just use II I X
It appears Pining Services

3

ired out that students
dents
don't like wasting their money
on meal plans tli.it aren't worth
read ot decrea
pricesot meal plans, th
d to even it out
I think trim now en I'll be
u»ing my hard-eamed money
to buy my food from a much
Super Wal-Mart.
Wendy Hall
senior* ISAT

NOT ALL AIR FORCE ROTC STUDENTS FLY PLANES. GETTING THEIR
TUITION PAID BY THE AIR FORCE IS THRILL ENOUGH.

lent

; Price Appetizer Menu
Daily 4-9 pm
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
Po Boy
HamiTurkey. and more...
Wings- 25« each MoneVThurs
eat in only
Salads
_^ i
Vegetarian Dishes
^^ I
Fresh fish and steak
p J
Tuesday crablegs
10.9Mb
Wed Oysters
5.00/ Doz

SEAFOOD BAR

30W Mtar Stttmotui
7Dw>vVMilUm-2un
•4339874

&

You- pulM auschsMW. Voo/ r*an race* And tWa mat *h«r> youVa m ma at tn« bursars otnoa. fact *. psOung up a
foil or partial tcftosariMp M |uai on* ol the aspe»antat you can hova «t Alt Forca "JOTC Gal aoma handa on
traMng through ona ol our tummar MartNp program! Hona your compaMi** edge at a •aarJararHp aamsna/ Than
anjoy tumaaa<KhJi<lo«-iamawitnaC4Tvl2S0 40Oaitra sp«>nr^ morWy sn vour poottstt avf^ mc'* r4M to
rrianaon oraduaano w«h a guararWaed SOB and no tsudant loam to pay baca So puan your draama. your Ma, your
ll»i*l. MSJ MM Ant-, ■™,-.,--1,.-^ • .-,.,-„ . -.'- ■; tm I'vr--, -.1 V "j.-ia AFtlOT O-t W«M i,t»

GRILL

wrm artxeavnjrwi adu Of by catotg (*M| 0246833

NiVt' I 1 FHiMAM HUAKJ

WC1PB

X
V
V
PROP YOUR PWO
MATERIAL OFF AT THE UPB

OFFICE IN TAYLOR 21H BY SEPTEMBER
21ST FOB A ONCE IB A LIFETIME CHANCE TO
COMPETE AGAINST 0THEB GROUPS TO SEE WHO WILL OPEN
FOB PHIL VASSAR
ALL MUSICAL ACTS WELCOME
AT LEAST ONE MEMBER MUST BE A JMU STUPENT

FOR MORE
INFO CONTACT:
GABBY miLLAt REVIUGNOJMU.EPU
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CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
t

Today's Birthday (Sept. 8). Work on household or family projects t$km t.>i< priority this mt I irst you
can make a huge mess, and then you can clean it all up.

2

4

3

14

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

^^. Today is a 6 - You're making pn>gres!*,
i^^. though it may be slow. There are >till more
y^f problems to solve. Friends are -i help to
you now - they can get through in places
you cant.

Today is a 7 - A loved one's fantasies are
beguiling, but vou may have your doubts.
">j>f it,
( won't hurt to suspend your concept of
reality for a while.

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Taurus April 20-May 20

y

^g. . Today is an 8 - If you play your cards
vBfc) right, you could earn a nice link- bonus.
ffW It's not cash in your pocket, but it's still
valuable. It's more like a treasure you're
saving for the future.

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is an 8 - Remember to keep quiet
I about whatever you re told in confidence.
You don't want to start a bigger problem
■ than you've already got.

ft;

. Today is a 6 - You may think you've found
-Jk" the answer, but you'll discover new
^^^b questions. Plan the changes you want to
make so that you can get started tomorrow.

^~
Today is a 7 - New information may have
FP^. you worried. It doesn't fit into your plans
Q^g yet It might suggest new expenses, too.
Don't stress about it. You'll manage.

Today is a 6 - You know how important it
■ is to plan ahead. And besides, it's fun. The
planning itself isn't all that great, but vou
love it when you win.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
R Today is a 6 - You're pretty good with
dttaOi when you con.vntr.ih' on tin- l.i~k
at hand. If you review the details again,
you're liable to find a real treasure among
all that tr.i-h

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Jk~\ Today is a 6 - You'd rather just do the
■Bar building and let the paperwork wait tor .i
f/5l while. That's not a good idea. Keep
records and know when- you stand.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
* *g- Today is a 6 - Something .it home needs to
T'Wl I" changed, but you can do it, right? Part
^K\\ of your «IKWS« includes the recognition of
^■"- your own limits. Get expert help.

-^
Today is a 7 - The more items you can check
JL 3k\ oft your lists, the more energetic you'll feel.
>V You can bet *at people will notice, too, and
look upon you with MMCl
—Tribune Media Sen-ices

News Quiz!
Did you read Tin Bra > \\\
IIU'M* questions to lnul oui!

■

•

:
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■
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ACROSS
1 Heroism
6 _ Beach, FL
10 Vigoda and
Burrows
14 Ooze out
15 Divisible by
two
16 Succotash
ingredient
17 Stitch again
18 Fast period
19 Verbal subtlety
20 _ Baba
21 Ill-fated ship,
7/26/56
24 Fortuneteller's
deck
26 Employed
again
27 CCCP
newspaper
29 Religious
figure
31 Daily Planet
reporter
32 Beef-andpotato stew
34 Calendar abbr.
37 City on the
Mohawk
39 Mine find
40 Fence post

34

■

41

1
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13

30

11

M

u
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Cancer June 22-July 22

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22

20

-7

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

'

■

11

y Today is a 7 - It's best to take a family
member's wislu-s into . onsul,'r,ition. A
change you want to make to your home
may be unappreciated.

a

\

1/

MM March 21 -April 19

/

s

42
of Cortez
43 Ski
46 Buffalo's lake
47 Abyss
48 Followed
orders
50 Kitchen gadget
53 Change for the
better
54 Ill-fated ship,
3/27/89
57 Grimm imp
60 Pointed ends
61 List element
62 Cyber
messages
64 Hand-cream
ingredient
65 Nary a one
66 Insect stage
67 For fear that
68 Fed
69 Much inclined

58

50

-

:

■

DOWN
1 Designer Wang
2 Lipinski leap
3 Ill-fated ship,
5/7/15
4 Poetic piece
5 Bounty
6 South African
grassland
7 Of all time
8 Russo of
"Lethal
Weapon 3"
9 Toronto's lake
10 Pantomime
11 Ill-mannered
individuals
12 Banks or
Kovacs
13 J.C. or Sammy
22 Genesis man
23 Fender
depressions
25 With, in Aries
27 Something
extra
28 Charge per
unit
29 Banjo beat
30 Mimics
33 Aahs' partners
34 Ill-fated
fictional ship

35" from
Muskogee"
36 Requirement
38 Extremely pale
41 Young adult
44 Whittling
45 Any
47 Storage room
49 Edges of
chisels
50 Flower part
51 Banishment
52 Montreal team
53 Madison Ave.
chaps
55 Tiny particle
56 Capp's hyena
58 Exist
59 Tent entrance
63 Wrestler's
canvas

D|S

r forNow
Accepting Reservations
the 2004-2005 School Year!
Beat the rush and sign a tease today!
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-5:30
1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimlted.com

www lh8Commonsapartmenls.com

www.southviewapartments.com

www stonegatepartments net
030SM
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College living may contribute to lack of
student involvement in outside world
Story by staff writer Ashley Lusk • Photo by photo editor Kristy Nicolich

Imagine it's class lime, and students
are doodling mindlessly. Some are
writing notes, and others are on the
verge of sleep. The professor is talking, and some students are listening,
but many aren't hearing all of the words.
The professor idly mentions how horrible n
muti have been tor the families of the victims or that another bomb was dropped
some* here. ,.nd suddenly the students are
ajtrl and gasping, "When did that happen?
These students have become prime examples showcasing the effects of the college
bubble theory. The bubble can be
defined as the point when' students
lose sight that a community exists
outside of their college surroundings, and the bubble
phenomenon isn't just occurring at JMU, according to
math professor l.eonard
Van Wyk.
"This bubble problem is not unique to
JMU," Van Wyk Mid
College students
are often solely preoccupied
with
their studies and
the student social
scene This seems
fine until they
graduate and
re.ili/e
they
h.ne little, or no,
clue about what
has been hap
pening on the
plane! tor the
past four years."

"Living off campus, you have to find places
to eat land) you have to go gnvery shopping, so
you become more and more responsible for
what's going on around you in town," Lee said.
An informal survey was
conducted using IS
students in a
writing
3 2 0

As freshmen, many student) begin to make choices
about where to go and what to watch on their own.
Often Tlir Breeze becomes the only newspaper that
students will read When students flip on a television, it's generally to watch a prime
time show. Then, as the
10 and 11 o'clock

Changing perspectives

Proving it
Although the
correlation
between living at
college and having a
knowledge of the outside world may seem
obvious to some, for
others, only real events
can prove how college In
ing may affect students.
"I remember that 1 was at
(MU when Sept. 11, (2001,1
happened, and I only saw the
reaction of students and people
on TV," junior I .uiren Maguire said.
"I went home a few weeks later and
was surprised at seeing American flags
everywhere It was the first time I saw the
response that the country was having."
Many students appear to be cut off from the
world outside JMU. Either they no longer have
r.irs to take them to various places, or they
become so focused on their immediate surroundings that life outside the campus seems to disappear, according to junior Amanda Marie Lee.
"We are almost forced to ride the bus [as
Ireshmen)," Lee said. "Now that I live off
campus, it's nice to have my car."
It seemed in other sifuahims that having a
car did not necessarily help to lessen the effects
of the bubble syndrome Although some admitted they were more prnne to be aware of what's
happening in Harrisonburg at the Very least.

As for on-campus upperclassmen, some
are so involved in the student routine that
they fail to realize they were even a part of
the bubble freshman year, and therefore take
no steps to prevent the same actions from
occurring the next year, according to Lee.
"A lot of world events seem closed off even
(living] off campus, "junior Lindsay Bishop said.

class
and fifteen
students chosen at
random. The students, who
wete both male and female upperclassmen,
were asked if they could name one headline
that appeared in a national newspaper that
week. About 1 ft could answer. However, all of
the same students said they would call themselves "up-tc-date on current events
One may wonder how this is happening,
but it seems to be a culmination of many things

broadcasts begin,
students tend to
either flip off the television or
change the channel. Finally, most freshmen are not
allowed to have care, which may keep students
from attempting to explore the areas around them.
"There is such a great sense of community
on campus, |that| when you're living on campus, sometimes you don't realize what you're
missing |outside of JMU]," senior Lindsay
Agricola, an off-campus student, said.

Once students become aware that having a
knowledge of events outside of [MU is
important, changing their actions so they
become knowledgeable may be difficult for some.
"The way to overcome the
bubble is to first care and
realize how much what is
going in the world is
going to affect us,"
sophomore
Daniel
Erickson said. "After
you start caring,
watch the news,
read the newspaper; and although
77k* Breeze is a fun
paper to read, it
should
not
replace
the
[national]
news,"
Erickson said.
If so many
students are losing focus on
what's happening
around
them, it seems
the easiest way
to remedy this
problem is to
become aware and
to begin making
wiser choices.
"To keep up with
local and state news,
[students! should at
least skim the local
paper and/or check out
the top of the local TV
news," Van Wyk said "For
national/international events, 1
would suggest a major newspaXrr such as The New York Tones or
/ Washington ftd."
On-campus clubs and organizations,
such as Circle K, a community service
organization, often sponsor activities to
help students appreciate life outside of the
campus, as well
"Resident advisers will try to do programs
that involve going off campus, or to get residents motivated to do service in the community," Maguire said. "It's important that people give back and get a feel for what not only
JMU is like, but Harrisonburg as well."
A group of freshmen art arounC In their
dorm getting to know •achothor, an act
common to moat freshman. From loft to
right: Kelcey Luxenbarg, Chelsea Edwards,
Jennifer Chung, Sydney Ryan, ionnle Frank,
Brittany Moore and Krlsten Lundsten.
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JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY.
DINING SERVICES

Looking for Q job buk don%k
know whir* ko ikork?

JOIN JMU DINING!
-Starting Pay $6.25/hour
-Promotions up to $l0.75/hour
-Flexible scheduling
-Meet new people...we employ
over 400 students each semester
-With over 15 different locations,
there's bound to be a job near you!
Apply today!
Pick up on application at any dining
location ^n4 rckurn Ik lo Cibboni Noll,
entrance 7
-or-

Apply online ok www.jmu.edu/dininc
ond click on Skudenk Employment

i

the JMU university Program Board
is looking for a few good
Directors to get things spinning
on its new record label...
Di rector of A&R
and

Director of
Label Promotions
HBI

■OMHI

Applications are
available now in
Taylor 234, and are
due by
Friday,September 19.
interviews will be
held
Monday.September 22.
Contact UPB at
568-6217
for more details.
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■ Carrot patch
Owner of Dave's Tavema
opens new vegan restaurant
in downtown Harrisonburg's
Court Square.
<M story below
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"Some people don't have the courage to
approach someone of the opposite sex
without the help of alcohol."

STYLE

WILL TRAGERT

senior
tat stofy below

W carro)fs

REVIEW

Valley vegans now have
downtown dining option
BY ALISON FARGO

—66

senior writer

11 "\\"M\t'umHm**}1n*muff*i
Zach Barbery, a chef at 14 Carrots, prepares a vegan pizza at the newly-opened restaurant on
South Main Street In downtown Harrlsonburg. 14 Carrots features a vegan menu.

It's not the typical Harrisonburg restaurant.
There are no namburgers, the mayonnaise is
called "nayonnaisse" and the riblet sandwich
leaves out its one essential — cow.
"If I opened another burger place, it's whatever," said David Miller, owner of Dave's
Tavema and now the owner of another downtown eatery — 14 Carrots. "I wanted to develop
something very unique."
And unique is the best way to describe the
venue. 14 Carrots is a vegan restaurant that
opened nearly four weeks ago, complete with
almost every soy, chickpea and veggie creation imaginable. From saffron rice- and kidney bean-stuffed tomatoes to silken tofu
pizza, the menu is made up of 22 vegan appetizers, meals and desserts, all compiled by a
few of Miller's vegan and vegetarian employees from Dave's Tavema, he said.
"Although vegan is a very, very challenging
menu to put together, I think it's a trend that's
growing," Miller said. "Our goal is not only to
appeal to vegans and vegetarians, but to the
general public as well."
With barbeque soy burgers and sloppy joes
made of textunzed vegetable protein, 14 Carrots
offers a healthier alternative to several of
America's fast food favorites. Spinach lasagna,
tofu stir-fry and 14 carrot cake also are among
the choices on the list.
"You don't have to be a vegan or vegeta ri.ii 1t« i
appreciate a good veggie sandwich," Miller said.
And it seemed, too, that much of the clientele
had varied food values. )unior Brandon Marko
said he is not a vegan, but eating as a vegetarian
most of the tintc has helped with his diet.
Harrisonburg resident Shane McDermou, howCMT, is .i vegan .ind said M Carrots has offered
him wh.it most other restaurants don't.
"The portions here are big, and usually at
other places vegetarian options are re.il
small," McDermott said.
The 14 Carrots atmosphere notably resembles that of Dave's Tavema — complete with a
spiral staircase leading to the upstairs (fining
room — but perhaps it's because the building
used to be tne old Dave's Tavema before it

Hopefully people will branch out
and try new things.
—Julie Gennaro
senior

95
moved to its current location in July 2002.
"I still had time left on my tease, so instead of
just having an empty building, I decided to put
it to good use," Miller said.
While the small facility lacks a creative
atmosphere — only a few framed carrot artworks line the windowsills, and the kitchen
pr.utk.illy overlooks most nonsmoking tables
- manager Wes Way explained that decor
was in the works.
"There's not a whole lot of art yet, and right
now [the walls) just look very yellow," Way
said. "But we're getting there."
Way, who has been working with Miller and
his wife Julie for four years, also said being in
the kitchen of a vegan restaurant has posed
quite a change for him.
"I'm a career cook," Way said. "I'm working
with food I've never worked with before. Tne
challenge of it is interesting for me."
Way, like many of 14 Carrots' employees, is a
vegetarian. So is waitress )ulie Gennaro, a senior, who said it is refreshing to see such a unique
flavor for the Harrisonburg community.
"1 think it's about time that we have a
place that caters to (vegans and vegetarians!,"
Gennaro said. But she also encourages anybody — veggte-eaters and carnivores alike —
to ttv l-l Carrots. "Hopefully people will
branch out and trv new things."
Miller agreed.
"Obviously it's a perfect market for vegetarians," Miller said. "But don't shy away from trying something new."
14 Carrots is located at 95 South Main St., just
one block down from Dave's Tavema. It is open
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through
Saturday and closed Sundays.

(REVIEW:

Taking Back Sunday Where have all the daters gone?
debuts with intensity Skipping dating puts all at post-JMU disadvantage
BY

KRISTY NICOLICH

senior writer
II the debut album of
Taking Back Sunday is any
indication of its future pi,MIS.
then this band will be
around for a while.
The brutally honest lyrics are
belted exit over .i solid iastniment.il blend of hardcore punk
and rock and create an intensity
unlike any other band in today's
mainstream music scene.
An album for everyone with
any appreciation for music,
"Tell All Your Friends" will
make one want to do just tli.it
From the aggressive "There's
No T in Team" to a more sedated "Ghost Man on Third,"
Taking Back Sunday covers
ever>' base. Sung by dual \ malists Adam LtZZUi and John
Nolan, their words arc Straightforward and lucid, but still
manage to provide the poetry
that's necessary for qutltty
lyrics. In a line from "You're So
Last Summer/' La/vara sings,
"You could slil my throat and
with mv one last gasping

breath, I'd ■pologjw i"t bleed

ing on your shirt."
These dark lyrics Illustrate
the passion and imndiblc Uvl
ings that go into each song.
Guitarists Eddie Reyes and

Nolan enhancB every track
with lunsislcntlv iiiik]ue but
catchy gutter parts. ,is is hoard

KnrjM Hoi\ i iXi." the

album's opener
The song's steady riff prepares one tor tlie seemmglv infinite collection oi lead backup
and twin guitai parts thai are
eepodaOy prevalent in "There's
No T m le.nn and I uti
Without the T (Cut From the

learn),'' both oi which start out
with small, simple guitar solos
and end in explosive, all-out
musical oonvulsiona
To complete Taking Back
Sunday, Shaun Cooper and
Mark CrConncll provide solid
bass lines and nectic beats,
respectively, making the final
pn>duct a powerful album
"Tell All Your Friends
explores the damage of past
relationships and hov\ teelings of hurl and pain still
haunt the people who were
involved in them.
The entia' album is full of
bitter, brokenltearted one-liners
that dig straight into the heart
In "Timherwolves at New
Jersey," Lezaan sings, "Remind
me not to ever think of you
again
rest tlie weight / vou
had your charm' and bided,"
and later in Cute Without the
'E' (Cut From tiieTeam)," sJnn
"I know vou we!! enough to
know you'll never love me."
iNnereongiUke'(.host Man
onlTiini" and c.ivat Romances
Of the 20th Cent 11 r\ leave nxtm
frj listener interpretation.
According to the Yi.torv
Records Web site, wnif.i'ti loryHumb.ioni, mam of the songs
wen- written bj I a//ara and
Nolan separately ,UK\ tlie two
|ust ait and lustix! llx-ir lyrics
into songs Wnidl explains some
ot tin- randomness oi tin- lw>
Nonetheless it works
Ultimately the short, 10track album leavea one wanting more Giving a voice to
the broken hearted
Taking
15,it k Sunda) is a band tli.it is
passionate about its music,
and ' lell All Your 1 nends is
an album made for people
who love passionate musi<

BY ANDRF.A LANOI

contributing writer
fliese days it seems everyone 1 know is either "hooking
up" with someone or has a
boyfriend or girlfriend. I never
hear anyone say they have a
date. Coupk*s at JMU seem to
go instantaneously rrom casual
to serious and altogether skip
that formerly common stage of
B. relationship called dating.
So with all of the advantages
to it, why aren't more people at
JMU dating? Dates — as in
planned activities like dinner
and I movfc — are both fun
and informative.
Going on a date is the traditional way a) get to know someone new and divide if vou like
him or lier enough to want a
commitment. Dating allows you
to see i.isualh lots of different
people until you hnd someone
about whom to Iv serious
All that sounds great to me —
so what happened? There seems
bbe two main reasons that dating lias disappeared at JMU.
(>nc reason is that tlte meaning and implications ot dating
have changed. While it was
once the casual affair described
above. |\ll -.indents consider
dating more serious. A date is
now a high-pressure situation
that sends both participants
into panic mode.
"A k>t ot guvs an* too sh\ to
ask a girl on a date (because)
they an- so afraid of rejection,''
semoi Fli/abeth Men/ie said.
\ I iiiv. someone on a date us a
much bigger deal now — it's just
not as lasual as it used to be
t ollege students meet >\\\*S
interact in so main casual
ways that dating doesn't serve

MARC CWM/gniphu < MS**

Being in college really
accelerates the whole
(dating) process.
—Sarah Manley
senior

-99
the same function it used to.
"Being in college really
accelerates the whole (dating)
process." senior Sarah Manlev
said. "You can see a person so
much — getting dinner,
studying, going to parties —
that you can really get to
know them without ever
going on an official date."
So, basically, JMU students
Jon t want to deal with tlie pressure of dating Instead, thev
have found alternative wayi to
meet and get to know someone
in whom they're interested.
The most popular way
seems to be to date someone
who is part of your social circle.
I langmg out as part of a group
invokes lasj pressure than dating and allows you to get to
know each other within the

context of friendship.
"1 think everyone just feels
more comfortable in a group setting, and ifs k-ss of a risk to the
ego," senior Ionian Cn>tt\ said.
Dating has become such an
ordeal at JMU that people
aren't taking chances in dating.
After college, however, we
don't have that luxury. People
have dates because it is considered poor form to date at work
- sothehottieaaiupleofcubiOilsdt avn is going to bcott-hmits. Which leaves you to go out,
meet people ami actually date
Another way people get to
know each other — and another
luxury we will not have at our
fingertips after college — is
through e-mails and AOL
Instant Messenger. 'When m\
boyfriend and I first nvt we
exchanged screen names <">d
talked on IM all the time," junior
1 auren Men/us said It s much
less stressful than dating, and
you've got the delete key tokivp
vou from sounding stupid."
People also meet and hang
out at parties, according to senior Will Tragert. However,
involving alcohol isn't necessarily the best way to form I
lasting relationship. "1 think
that beer has grown to be somewhat of a crutch for socially-

inept college kids," he said.
"Some people don't have the
courage to approach someone of
the opposite sex without the
help of alcohol. Ifs hard to get a
true representation of a person
when they're drunk," he said.
So JMU students don't date,
and yet they still form relationships. Does fiie way we go about
it make a difference in the end?
It does Dating has a lot of
advantages that the current
tasual system can t otter like
getting to know others without
leai of hurting another person.
After leaving college, the
current way of meeting people
and going from classmates to
committment overnight, will
not hold up. In the real world,
people aren't on instant messenger all day to flirt, and you
can't meet up casually with
your crush at your resident
advisor's freshman roommate's apartment party.
Since eventually we are going
to have to begin dating now is
the time to learn. We aren't doing
ourselves any favors by skipping
that step now.
Dating — essentially interviewing for a potential spouse —
is the only sure-fire way to begin
cutting down the endless list of
qualities to look for in someone
you may want to make a permanent addition to your life.
Also, dating is a skill that —
by our post-collegiate years —
we should have mastered. If
you don't have the guts to
approach someone on your
own now, it only is setting up
the possibility for problems
later on in singledom.
Taking all tne risk out of the
situation may seem like a safe
bet, but in love, all bets are off.
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UVa. secret societies arouse superstition
B\ PATRICIA COOPI ■
Cti i alter Daily
More I'u'rl.istiiiR than the
rigm Minted on liel.i Bridge,
symbol} shroud the Uraventtj
"I \ ilgMI with jn ,iur.i ol mystcn and tradition.
I ruvi'rsit\ ^indents can't
walk to class in the morning
without seeing the IMP, Z or
5evejn Sn*iet\ symbols. In
tail the signs may affect the
waj a student walks to class
in the morning
I heard that i( you walk
across |the Z], a girl is supposed to get pregnant and a
guy is supposed i,i tail his first

exam,

rreshman

Caroline

l lark said, |ust aftef talking
up the step- ol the bridge to ill,'

right oi the while /
llighlv publicized through
the painted svmbols around
grounds, ii is no wonder that
ill. Severn- IMI'sand Zs are the
most renowned secirt KM iarJefl
(>t tliest sorielies. however, only the S'ven- are truly

secret, said Board of Visilors
secretary Sandy Gilliam. who
was a member of the class of
1955 and returned to the university in 1975.
A member of the Seven
Society isn't revealed until
death, when a wrcath of black
magnolias in the shape of a
seven appears at the member's
funeral. The Sevens have been
major financial contributors to
the university — which essentially has been the only confirmation of their evistence.
While the significance of the
Seven Society insignia is a secret
the meaning behind the IMPs
and Zs is less mystifying.
The name IMP stands for
"Incarnate Memories Prevail,"
and Z, Mhull is Zetl in Greek,
means "he lives."
"In my time, if you were in
the pitvixi' ol a Z. and you said
a w ord with the letter Z in it. they
wen- supposed to get up and
leave the mom," said Gilliam.
The IMPS and Zs are , lose
Iv related in terms of their

$4.99 a Foot

membership. Tliev draw members from the leaders ol ih.
student body, which lias
resulted in a rivalry between
the two groups.
Director of Alumni Programs
Wayne ( o/.irt said that the IMPs
are known for prankish behav
ior and try to reveal or embar
rass members ol the Zs.
Many groups come and
Eo, and the last lew years
ave witnessed the emei
gence of several new societies
such as the Genesis, 21 and
Lantern Societies
Although knowing the
details about each society
would be fascinating the s,, „..
cy and tradition would be lost.
"My group will last longer
the more I adhere to certain
standards," said "Sara," an
anonymous IMP. "And I think
all of the secret societies contribute to the school bv keep
ing the history of the univcr
-in alive, Ii I- also another
level of student self-govei
nance and contribution

4pm - Midnight

Academic
acrobatics
Members of the
Wisconsin-based LI
Chlao-PIng dance
company display
their acrobatic
moves and beehive
wigs at the eighth
annual New Dance
Festival 2003 Friday
night. The show at
Latlmer-Shaeffer
Theatre also Included
performances by
school of theatre and
dance faculty members Shane O'Hara.
Suzanne Mlller-Corso,
and the thompson
and trammel! pair.
Cynthia Thompson
and Kate Trammell.

nIRIS i

SKYDIVE!
One day Tandem Skydives and a staff dedicated to keeping
you and your fellow JMU students skydiving Skydive Orange!

533 University Blvd • 574-3072
1825S Main St.-574-3178
798 E Market SI 433-6200

Freefall almost a minute

■fj
Ragtime Fabrics offers
l^U06uvi&
a wide selection of fabrics and tnms for

from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!

•AOJW.I

•Q-ekLeDe-

■Coe-m-g

fakuCb

• OeeerMng your pertonei apace
i lor an akateveh
• Huea»am«n<ll»nQ earning machine
'Machlne

completeinfc-ation,son www.skydiveorange.com
Gift Certificates
JMU Student Discounts

Jon ua - tie Community Swig Center Can lor ciformalian about our aewng Happy Mour»!

1 (877) 348-3799

I Itai can Una ut at 80 Watt Market Snei, OOWIIOMI Herneontu—j,
| baftnt tie AiTM Dodger and conv———I to many Due routes
Call ua at 4M4MM. e-meil ua at baaa m raptlm.rlabrtcsooand checkout our»«>Ma

Ser»in
. O.I-I tO tr*r%
All SIT," r \ |I|MI»JM,„,m (w<, ,„ 4 ,,,„„,

7~//_F #7Z_r7>7>C-Xr
. I. I.- ( .1 I ... >

..-«»«,. w. .\ <

Embroidery
Screen Printing
Athletic Doiit'rt

Harrlztxnbu
01 SourcG*. .
■

•

.-■/— tii

r
WV»... r tlhlrl
»«»«/r /t — mm €»* *»•##

h25 OFF
I Any Purchase oft Any Purchase of ! Any Purchase
Put
of
l $100.00 or More% $50.00 or More
$20.00 or More
—

m I «—» urn

in »

'HI

»

I la <».——_

I

WORK HERE!

Located at 1081 Port Republic Road is fjQW HIRING

for a

" P0*"5'a"shifts'

Flexible schedules, employee discounts, competitive pay, fun atmosphere!

•

i.mpoiatc
Reunions

Sororities
^und-Raifters

r v*,0 / i>tvl" u- \r
{Vff of N<-tf Aw*- ;

What's not to love about working at Snankv's ExDress'
434-7647 Apply at Spanky's Restaurant downtov<n 60.W Water Street Harrisonburg

ing 2003
HIL VASSAK
urQ

$ Need Cash?

Spanky's Express (Convenience Store/Deli)

——.__—,«—.

Teams
Banners
Photo T«K-S

r*

Come see why we are Virginia's busiest and fastest growing Skydive Center1

Saturday. October 11,2003

SMLintlnJMUfcwvar^iMtoRtw.TUartxSZfl^
on*). $28 tar Bmrai NMc (ItantaMtwi Urn 9 Music m warn
GenMaMTiiMe>B«-a*ai«y«*er»i-«»MWM(i_iieBra^

immMmemmmwm*Msm»****&*mmmi*4imitmM'mm*wilmto*iet&A**te+l*lmm*lm

rickets go on saleMoo.. Seat 8. at 9am. fat ***** vbN wwwJ>nut»J*/r»mecormi*g
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"We missed a lot of tackles, which
killed us. Those missed tackles
turned into big plays."

■ Jones named MVP
JMU went undefeated over the weekend
and won the JMU/Hampton Inn
Volleyball Invitational championship.
ue story below

SPORTS

-WOMEN'S SOCCER-
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JERAME SOUTHERN

red-shirt senior defensive end
Mt story be lot*

FOOTBALL

Dukes tie
Spiders on
Argy goal
The women's soccer team
tied the University of Richmond,
1-1, Friday night in the first
game of the JMU/Comfort Inn
Tournament. The Spiders got on
the board 10:03 into the game on
a goal by forward Meghan
Ogi 1v ie .
Sophomore
Fridayforward Kim
Richmond
Argy scored
the' Dukes'
lone goal in
the
Shth
minute of the
game to force
overtime. At
the end of two overtime periods,
sophomore goalkeeper Jessica
Hussey tallied eight saves,
whereas Richmond's keeper
Megan Cox stopped four.
On Sunday, the No. 10-ranked
Wfest Virginia University shut out
the Dukes, +0. Forward Laura
Cane led the Mountaineers with
one goal and two assists.
VWU won the tournament,
sewing eight goals in their two
shutout victories

1W W W II SON/«<w'.« ph<*o)rrui>her

—front staff reports

Virginia Tach tailback Kevin Jonas Is tackled In the first half of Saturday's game. Jonas left the game during the second quarter after being pushed Into a wall.

—FIELD HOCKEY-

Blue Devils
shutout
Dukes, 9-0
Two weeks into the season, the
field hockey team still is searching
for its first victory. On the road
thin weekend,
JMU (04) was
Saturday
blown out by
Duke
|MU
University, 9(I
0. Saturday.
The Blue
Duke
Devils peppered senior
goalkeeper
lauren Hartzler with 24 shots.
Forward Joanna Bischoff led the
attack, recording one goal and
three assists.
Sunday, the Duke* visited
defending national champions
Wake Forest University and
lost, 6-0.
Forwards Katie Ackerman
and Emily Kuth scored two goals
each, while midfielder Kelly
Doton recorded three assists, as
the Demon Deacons extended its
winning streak to 22 games.
—fiom staff reports

Dukes dominated on special teams
BY WES HCINEL

assistant sports editor
The sign read ''Welcome to
Beamer's Hotel of Pain" Little
did Virginia Tech, nor their coach
Frank Beamer, realize the Dukes
weren't planning an overnight
stay in Blacksburg. Certainly not
indicative by the box score, 434),
JMU made it known to the college football world that it can
compete with any team in the
nation — for one half of football.
Saturday, the Division I-A, No. 9
ranked Hokies were physically
matched by a tough Division I
AA squad from the Atlantic 10.
"We came out playing hard
knowing no one was going to
lay down," red-shirt senior
defensive end Jerame Southern
said. "We were going to make
them earn this game from us."
The heavily underdogged
Dukes played better than most
fans expected, including odds
makers who listed Tech as a 51
point favorite. From the start,
JMU made it clear it was not
going to be pushed around in
Virginia Tech's backyard.
"They (the Dukes) have
good speed on defense and

came out and blitzed us today,"
Beamer said. "They hit us hard
on a couple plays delensiwh
You have to give James
Madison credit - I think they
have a good football team."
The
Hokies'
patented
"Beamerball" dominated the
flow of the game through special teams. Red-shirt junior place
kicker Burke George started the
letdown on special teams by
pushing a relatively short 23yard field goal wide right after
the Dukes strung together a 73yard drive. The punting game
seemingly had the strategy to
pin comerback LX'Angelo Hall
against the sideline, but soon
were burned for a 49-yard
return. The nightmare continued as the Dukes' kickor? return
game was next to falter, when
red-shirt sophomore running
back Raymond Hines coughed
up the ball on the 20-yard line.
In the third quarter, the special teams disaster continued
when red-shirt junior long snapEr Frank McArdle snapped the
II over the head of sophomorepunter Nick Englehart, giving
the Hokies possession inside
JMU's 10-yard line. On the

VOLLEYBALL

JMU's hard-hitting attitude
portrayed through an array of
gang tackles paid dividends as
We just ran out of
the unit forced two fumbles,
only could keep up the
soldiers, where they but
tempo for so long.
is known tor -u, king
kept coming out with the "jTechl
ball in when they get down
around the 30-yard line," redmore.
slurt senior middle linebacker
— Dennard Melton Dennard Melton said. "You feel
red-shirt senior middle linebacker real positive when you can hold
them to a field goal or ovate a
turnover. From there, we fuM
h>VC to pick up our offense
Dukes' next punt. Hall picked
The Hokies were able to
break the game open in the sccup a 37-yard return.
"The most pleasing thing ond half when their offense
[from today] is watching came to life, and Tech's superiIX'Angelo run," Beamer said. "1 or personnel took over
think we blocked fairly well for Beamer's boys poured on the
him, and on his first return, we offensive
onslaught
and
had a rush going. They VMM try- padded their margin of victory,
ing to kick away for him, and he thus adding to their Bowl
C hampkmship Series (Mints
still had 105 yards on returns."
"We came in with a good
Though obviously overmatched athletically,' JMU's game plan today, but (Virginia
defensive unit was able to hold Tech is) a great team," Melton
the Hokies to a pair of field said. "We just ran out of solgoals early on. The Dukes were diers, where they kept CuOunS
flying around the ball all after- out with more. We played
noon, making sure that any VT pretty well, but we could have
offensive gain would be met by played better."
a brigade of Dukes tacklers
Southern said, "We missed a

-66-

99

lot of tackles, which killed us.
Those missed tackles turned
Into Hg plays."
On the second offensive
senes, leZntte executed a 73yard drive filkti with a multitude of thini down conversions
via the air and gmund. After the
trip to the red zone tailed to yield
any points, the Dukes strayed
away from the air until necessary keeping the dock moving.
With the daranss forcing
tunovtu. theoffcraehfld its tan
share of opportunities, but could
MM! take advantage and strike
.i sufficient baOW to Ltsl Hokies,
en nnite to bring a shutout
Alter the second wevk of
action, the programs march
into their respect ne conference schedules with two different mindsets and expectations \irginia Tech has a
national championship on the
brain, but must manage to
improve on Kith sides of the
football with the likes of the
University of Miami and the
University of Pittsburgh on
their slate. The Dukes will
enjoy ■< bye week, with time to
nurse pome injuries and prepare tor its A-10 schedule.

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE

NFL could extend schedule
League draws criticism for length ofpreseason
BY GEORGE SOLOMON

The Washington Post

AMY PATEJtSON/iniw rh,*,,niph,r
Senior middle Mocker Dana Jonea »plke« the ball Saturday In
JMU'i win over Georgia Southern University In Godwin Gym.

JMU takes tournament
The volle\ball team won
the
JMU/Hampton
Inn
Volleyball Invitational champion s h i p .
against
Saturday
Rutgers
University
Rutgers
Saturday
night. The |

D ii k i
claimed the |
title via a
three-game
victory (30-28, 30-25. 30-26)
over the Scarlet Knights.

Senior middle blocker Dana
Jones was named the tournament's Most Valuable Player,
averaging 4.5 kills and 2.6 digs
per game In the championship
game, she collected 12 kills and
seven digs. Sophomore outside
hitter Emilee Hussack also was
named to the all-toumament
squad. JMU managed to propel
its record to 4-3 on the year after
knocking off the University of
Oregon, Georgia Southern
University and Rutgers.
—from staff reports

NFL Commissioner Paul
Tagliabue said he seriously
is considering authorizing
the league to study the feasibility of adding two regular season games to the current 16-game schedule and
reducing the number of
preseason games. The proEosal would be made at a
ague meeting in Chicago
in late October, with the
2005 season the earliest far
get for change.
The league has drawn criticism this summer for the
length of its preseason after
injuries to some key players,
including
quarterbacks
Michael Vick of the Atlanta
Falcons
and
Chad
Pennington of the New York
Jets. But during a Friday
interview in his Washington
office, Tagliabue said the proposal would be considered bv
the owners for competitive
reasons and not in response
to the loss of key players.
Tagliabue began talking
about such a study last
spring to the league's

Competition Committee cochair, Tampa Bay General
Manager Rich McKay.
"We need to focus on
whether or not two games
are sufficient to get a team
ready for the season,"
IfcgUabue said. "Many clubs
fed that just in the past five
wars the offseason training
and
preparation
has
changed dramatically for
the better Some clubs feel
that their coaching staffs are
as intensively involved in
preparing to play football in
April and May and June as
they are in September and
November. Some of these
clubs are concluding that
for many players, including
the top plavers, the second
and third preseason games
are critical, while the first
and fourth games are merely complementary."
Tagliabue noted that
schedule changes have been
discussed by teams over the
years and arguments made
against such re\ isions. Hut,
he added, "Some clubs are
urging that we should
restudy these issues in light
of the current realities

-44You're not going to get
any complaints from
the players if they
shorten the preseason.
— GentUpshav)
executive director
of the NFL ptyen jwvuliiin

year-round
preparation,
quality of the athletes,
improvements and playing
fields and other factor!
Gene Upshaw, executive director of the \ I I
Players Association, said
Friday he was ■wan ol the
possible proposal
"The game has changed
so much a player does no!
need four games to get
ready for the regular season," he said. "You re not
going to get any complaints

from the players it they
shorten the preseason
The NFI. has had I \6
game regular season for 25
years, with teams r laving tour

and live preseason games
(each team now has one week
off during the season).
I hi re R1VC been tremendous changes in our football
operations over the past 25
years/
Tagliabue
said.
I . - u thing today is at an
incredibly high level, with
great team practice facilities,
gie.it medical wire and
tremendous athletes preparing to plaj at least II months
I year in most cases."
Most clllbe require season ticket holders to pur
chase tickets to tWO preseason games With their regular
season package Starting
players get most Of their
work in the first half of the
seiond and third preseason
games, with vounger players trying to make the club
playiM In the first and
fourth games
The economics Of adding
games to the regular season
would have to be worked
OUt. The plavers, under the
current labor agreement,
receive "4 percent of revenues, including preseason
Wat, ('.'\V M
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NFL: Dollar signs fuel new season proposal
Itnitl \ksn\
QMMGMl Times

NFL, from page 13
gate. Upshaw said players are
paid over 17 weeks of the regular season, by the game,
e.irning additional preseason pay Additional regular
season work would have to
be negotiated, Upshaw said.
The NFL estimates the preseason generates $350 million in revenues.
"If you go the two (preseason) games, it still doesn't
mean teams won't scrimmage and practice together,
or that injuries will necess.u
ily go away," McKay said. "I
think it's more of a football
issue than financial."
Pittsburgh Steelers owner
Dan Rooney said, "If you're
going to develop players,
you have to be in camp for a
certain period of time."
New York Giants general
manager Ernie Accorsi is
opposed to any change in

Tennessee
Titans quarterback Steve
McNair scrambles out of the
pocket during
last year's
American
Football
Conference
Championship
game against
the Oakland
Raiders. The
veteran was
plagued by
Injuries suffered during
the preseason
and spent the
second half of
the season
unable to practice with the
team during
the week, suiting up only on
game days.

44
You have to have
contact. Look at how
many injuries happen
in practice. It's football.
— Ernie Accorsi
New York Gianls general manager

99
the schedule. "You have to
have contact," he said.
"Look at how many injuries
happen in practice. It's football. You cannot approach
football trying to avoid
injuries. Playing 18 games
scares me. Year in and year
out, we have more teams in
contention for playoff spots.
What would two more
games do to that?"

Blackfriars Concert Series season opener!

Loudon Wainwright III

higher
test scores
guaranteed

unplugged
legendary folk recording artist
M*A*S*H* Copt Spaulding

LSAT
ORE
MCAT
DAT
OAT

or your money back'
Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all
scheduled tests, and do your homework. If your score doesn't
improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official
test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition" rt't that simple.

Classes starting soon
on campus!

Saturday, Sept. 13 7:30 pm $22
www.shenandoahshakespeare.com

^g ^NHWIWDMW

I -877-MUCHADO

f^ BIACKFTUARS
PLAYHOUSE

downtown staunton

■To be etfbtt tot irui offer, pou muet be
enroled m tujtttn't fun cieeeroom. imonnf,
or online courses w eOdrtlon. you muW
preeent e cop* of your of Sclel More reoor t
end vour course meter*** «Mnm 90 dsys

World Leader In Test I
and Admissions

KAPLAN
1 II8-KAP TEST
kaptest.com

T'^-^'^T^'^T'^T'nT'^T'Hr'TT^n^T'nT'mimmtmTTmmtmrnTrT

International Week's Annual

WE UW SPORTS AS MUCH AS YOU DO

New St-ore opening in CUouloWesvtlle
The flexible schedules. An employee discount. The fun environment. Whot's not to love
about Dick's Sporting Goods? With over 150 stores and more on the woy, we're looking for
people to share their passion for sports with our customers. Work in a department you
know, or move around the store. It's your call.

Take your best Shot

Full & Part-Time Positions
Apparel
Bike Tech

Hunting/Fishing/
Camping

Exerdse
Golf

Footwear
Receiving

General Sporting Goods
Cashiers

Administrative Assistant
Janitorial/Maintenance
I lp to 3 of your MWinlcrnational photos
(from anyivhere outside die US borders)
3 categories for you to choose:
architecture, landscape and people
Please submit your photos to:
CMISS Office in Warren Hall, Room 245 by
Wednesday, September 17
Cash prizes for l" 2Bd and 3rd place

in each category!!!
*

All photos displayed in Carrier Library lor 3 /////weeks for
all to enjoy

>

i
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CLASSIFIEDS
Only $15 (o run your
"For Sale" ad for the
entire semester or
until your item sells

ADVKRTISKYOl K
RENTAL PROPERTY
INTHhIIKII H
LM

(whichever comes first)!

MtMiflnM Results!

The oflei is good now through
LK 5 and only appUrs to
admuang in the To* Silf"
srction Ads muat be 20 welds or
lest Offer appta 10 mdk*JujI
items only Retail Mom and
busnases do not quaU> lot ihts
special offci All ads are sutaxi to
Burnt approval

5*8-* 127

FOR 8
I Fofd Eiphtrar hot. custom,
ds ol e>lfas including sound
rsleni. engine and extenor work,
0 morel Call Mike. 442 9097
Hum MMX • 200 MM/. 32M
<A. 8G hard dme. 24* CD-ROM.
18. 0lfice97. HPDasldat
0. 2 HP 26 cartridges. $200
>.o. Call 612-2244 or email
tsgVnu.edu.
-

Doit mw out on thai great deal!
xS-6127
1M7 Red Monte Carlo - Excellent
condition 94 300 miles, loaded,
new tires. 14.49$ Call 8300444

I Mazda Protect)- blue. 5
. power windows and doom,
)0 miles, new tires, CO.
ant condition. 46.500. Call

It.ms lor Sal* Dnmf, mirror.
hignbo* wardrobe, full bo*spnngs,
coffee table with 3 end tables. TV
cart, rectlner. Must sail, prices
negotiable. Chris. 4386257.

• • 94K mass. 6
. removable sunroof, new
■ i j
.. t v i aj H ->.& jnd
. 15.995. Call 540-7408245

Motorcycle 20O0 H*>4* CBmSOO
a*ceilent condition, yellow with
black trim, new tiros. 9,000 miles,
negotiable. ftru>//coO.(rnu.adu/ti»e
Can 421-7243.

•war at Gatore. Clothes, A
l Morel Gift & Thnft. 227 N.
Sp.nl.i Puppl.. . AKC
[istered, buff. red. spotted.
Ms and wormed. Cute, loveacaa
hdoor and outdoor pets. 1250
II 2348899.

■tadent to Work Fridays and
Satardays • at local business.
Preference given to business
majors and upper classman. Call
433-1234. 9:00 a m. - 5.00 p.m.

Espenenc«d trail guides needed for
eouinp program at locai camp and
conference facility immediate
- openings. Interested candidates
please contact: MR Dept . Camp
Horuons. 3586 Horizons Way.
Harrtsonburg. VA 22802. Fa*:
540896-5455 cad 806-7600. eit
101 or 102 or you may email
maurardsMwmonsva.com. Camp
HorUons la an EEO employer.
-P4 -pe't time wor>.
hotel sales. Fieiibie hours. Email
resume to h©/»a#men cam.

NOTICE
h< more inlormaHin and auistancc
ii frWJBg sV aiieaaaaiiiin of fituiKing
hu\inc«s opportuniticv contact ihe
Better Buvinrw Bureau. Ine
I40S-5.WSS01
Earn Up to tSOO Per Week assembkng products at home. No
eipertence. Can lor Information.
1985646-1700 Dept.VA4806

Parking SorvftM • Is currently
seeking students interested in
working for the student program.
Apply (on
the
web
at
www.fmu.exfu/partung, or in person
at our office located on the ground
level of the parking deck Call
5686105 or erruw pnceya#)mu edu
for additional information.

SSSNaed Extra Caafc tat - The
KLM Group, Inc.. a national event
marketing firm, seeks energetic
and outgoing individuals for parttime promotions at James Madison
University home football and
basketball games and other school
events. Re»ltHe schedules to fit
busy claaa and social calendars
Marketing, sales, or service
eipertence a plus. Will train on
campus. Start immediately. Call us
nowl 1 888 691-1810 or email
ginny+klmgroup.com.

Barl.nrl.r Train.
S250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1 800 2933985. eit.
215.

Beard Operator - Mo oipanonca
necessary, port time. EOE. Apply at
WZXI/WMXH Radio. 130 University
Blvd., Suite B, Harnsonburg.

Servers Wanted • at downtown
Jess' QuKk Lunch Apply in person.
Daytime help preferred

MM
FOR SUMMER 2004
<.jinHMnn\i)nKiiwm-ss
F.ipertencr al the Same Time
RuiMingYourRrMirntAverage 200.* Summer Famines
overSMOO
Now ietenlt-ini:itn-»ampu>
www.iuitlonpalatervcoa

ChanelkVs Psna • the king of late
night pizza, is now hiring inside
staff Phone operators and pizza
makers Pert-time/ne*ible schedule
available. Typical schedule will
Include either a Friday or Saturday
(not both) plus 2 other days. Must
be willing to work until closing
(3 a.m. weekdays/4 a.m.
weekends). Transportation to work
and back available. Apply in person
at 425 N. Main Street or call
2710632.

•yMnastles
Instraeters
Harnsonburg Paths atd Recreation
is seehing part-time gymnastics
instructors to teach classes on
Wednesday mornings and Monday
and Wednesday afternoons For
more information call 433-9168.
A Spring Breaker Needed • work
for Sunspiash Tours, travel tree.
Hottest destinations and parties.
Two free tripa/high commissions
wwwsunapiastfiCouni.com

1*004267710
23 People Needed • to lose
weight I've already lost 10 pounds
and 3 inches in 18 days. Call
18002616743.

USA Spring Break
Cancun
Bahamas., Acapulco. Jamaica &
more. Don't be fooled1 Go witi
quakty and eaper>er>ce! 28 years m
business. Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Travel) Call tol free: 16774606077
Now also Iwtng campus reps Earn 2
free trips for 15 travelers and SS.
k».. ,.-.,.......
tprteg Break 20041
Travel with
Beach Lite Vacations' America's
beat student tour operator'
Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulco.
Bahamas. Florida. Sell tnps. earn
cash, travel free! Hurry book now!
Call 160O7336347
MM paaj(AM*t KaH DM POT

STSTRAVEL.COM
Billfold Lost In JMU Araa Saturday night. Call 5406336964
or cell, 703-507 2085.

Join AmerUa'i #1
Student Tour Operator to
C—caw, fkwptMn, Jomwita,

■artsndar Trainees Needed
a da*
l HOI,'.* N0B, (
613

$250

Horseback Riding Lessens • tor
anyone interested m intercollegiate
equestrian team or lesson
program Oak Manor Farms. 540-

zatssoa

Welcome
Back JMU!
Did you know thai your
parents can gel a

SERVICES

Winter and Spring Break - Ski I
beach trips on sale nowl Call
1 800 SUNCHASE or go to
www.Sunchaae.com today!

PERSONALS

MsOTBSTJ gajsj florist

subscription lo

The Breeze'.'

BoanSng and tale of Horeee - full
board. $125. Call 8332311.
Learn to Dance - ballroom, Latin
and swing lessons in HamsoraSurg.
Student discounts, no registration
required, information, 432-1003 or
www. dancflgwrth* ann.com.

A -steamy- I.
Only with Sunspiash Tours Lowest
prces. free meals and parties. Two
free trips lor groups 18004267710

I Sell Trips, lam Lash, Go free!
I Mow Hirinq On-torn pus Itrpi

$40 tor uaMdatJ mil
of WOlmfirit cbsl uuil.
yovcafl receive .i nil) veaj oj
The Breeze!

Ceti for group eUweveh

ft

je

1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

( all unlay to Mart your
suhsviipiiiin' w'c accept VISA
and Master Can! by phone or
you mi) mail in your payment.
Call X8-6I27 today!

Breeze News Writer's In
TODAY at 7 p.m. in The Breeze office after the open house
■•- }
call x 8 6699 for more information

Driver Improvement Clinic
Gardner Plus, LLC

• Registration for class by Telephone
■ Recieve your Certificate the same day you take the class
• Student is registered directly into the DMV Computer
"with points" same day as class, via Extranet
• DMV Certified/National Safety Council Training Agency
• Easy accessibility to Campus
Office Hours: 8am-10pm Mon-Sal

540-246-2475

Cr

^|«LPS Basketball is seeking volui
Team Managers for our 2003-2004 season.
GREAT BENEFITS1
Interested students should contact
Assistant Coach, Denny Hlnson at 568-3836.

•;

OPEN HOUSE
TODAY from 5 to 7 p.m. at The Breeze office
The BreezeoffU e is lo< ated in Ihe basemenl of Anthony-Seeger Hall (across Main Street from Duke Hall)

Learn how to get involved with The Breeze

Meet editors, writers and artists

Also, find out about two currently open positions:

Online Editor
Classifieds Ads Manager
Call x8-6127 for more details
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Pheasant Run
Townhomes

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Pa jio

Cable/Phone/Ethernet available,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!!

Pheasant Run
Townhomes
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
(=t

View a map to our

• fS I •

on Go[L®®fc©Bi.com
T

